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Attendance Details 
Total Registrations: 40 IEEE Registrations: 8 
Total Attendees: 37 IEEE Attendees: 6 

 
Event Description  
IEEE WIE NUST PNEC Chapter conducted yet another successful educational webinar under 
their extensive series, Tech Learnathon. Tech Learnathon is an educative series of workshops 
and seminars: the grand outpour of knowledge in all technology related fields; be it Artificial 
Intelligence, Programming, Machine Learning, or Simulations, all led by distinguished 
international speakers. 

This time collaborating with not just IEEE UTP Student Branch but also with the IEEE Robotics & 
Automation Society Malaysia Chapter and the UTP EE Department, this third webinar was on 
‘Data Visualization Using R Language’, a topic of vast interest these days. R Programming offers 
an exceptional set of inbuilt functions and libraries to build appealing visualizations and present 
the data effectively.  

The webinar was held on MS Teams in November 2021, with the strength of the audience being 
40+ from around seven different countries, all of whom were conveniently added to a 
WhatsApp group to address general queries and ensure smooth-running of the session. 

All our registrants for these sessions receive hands-on experience to upskill themselves and 
enhance their résumé, guided along by our renowned speakers. 

The renowned speaker for this amazing and engrossing session was Mr. Nirbhay Mathur, who is 
also a certified HRDF trainer and a Data Scientist consultant. During the workshop, alongside 
touching upon the fantastic benefits that R comes with, Mr. Mathur threw light on R 
Environment, Basic Syntax, Data Import/Export, Data Visualization (Ggplot2 Package), 
Dashboard Design, i.e., COVID-19 related case study, and so much more. 

The Audience was inspired by Mr. Mathur's immense knowledge and experience and the way 
with which he educated was so eloquently effective that many attendees' active participation 



was catalysed which was the fruit that WIE thrives on. The video of the webinar was also duly 
uploaded on YouTube to benefit the registrants who were unable to attend. 

Speaker(s) Profile  
Speaker Name: Dr. Nirbhay Mathur 

 

Mr. Nirbhay Mathur is currently working as Research Scientist at 
Center of System Engineering in Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, 
Malaysia. He is a certified HRDF trainer and given 100+ workshops 
in domain of Big Data, Machine Learning and Data Visualization. He 
is also working as Data Scientist consultant to enrich his knowledge 
in the field of AI. He has good knowledge in R, Python and LaTeX. 
Along with that he is also pursuing his PhD from UTP, Malaysia. He 
has secured few international grants and published some decent 
number of articles. Also, he has received best paper and best 
presenter awards from international conferences. 
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